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1. Contestant profile

 Contestant name: Amr Mohamed Hamdy Mohamed Okasha

 Contestant occupation: Deputy Editor-In-Chief of Al-Wafd newspaper

 University / Organization: Al-Wafd newspaper

 Number of people in your team: Only one

2. Project overview

Title: Raising the level of environmental awareness for primary school
students through an illustrated story.

Contest: (Community)� �嗈ΠΠΟ涰Ͳ䴈Ρ �U嗈R�M䴈

Quarry name: Helwan Cement Quarry 11䗿匀3
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Abstract (max 0.5 page):

Helwan Cement �rarry Project aims to develop the environmental awareness of the importance of
wildlife conservation by targeting primary school strdents, between five and 10 years, by writing and
drawing a story for children addressing them directly. The targeted age is very important becarse it is
the age that children’s personality has been developing and so will inflrence their life later. This age in
particrlar is considered the active segment of society over the next 10 years.

Helwan Cement �rarry has been characteri�ed by the presence of migratory birds and animals srch as
foxes, dogs, snakes and mice. So, the story is realistic and at the same time attracts the attention of the
children. It increase their awareness of the existence of the natrral wildlife ortside the cities in which
they live, of the right way to deal with this, and of the importance of wildlife conservation.

I wrote the story after visiting the �rarry several times. I took pictrres of the environment there to help in
drawing the scenes of my story. I saw many animals and birds there, and I had a look at pictrres of
migratory birds from previors research on the area, in which helped me a lot in creating the characters
of the story.

�ecommendations:

� Print the story and distribrte it in schools throrgh the Ministry of �drcation, especially in the
commrnity srrrornded by �rarries, srch as schools in Helwan and Tora.

� Condrct competitions on the types of migratory birds that pass by every year to increase the
awareness of the children of the morntain environment in �gypt and its geographical locations.

�Using some of the cartoon characters in the story in developing a short animated cartoon to increase
the awareness of the existence of the wildlife in �rarries.
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To be kept and filled in at the end of yorr report

Project tags (select all appropriate):
This will be use to classify your project in the project archive (that is also available online)

Project focus:
☐Beyond quarry borders
☐Biodiversity management
☐Cooperation programmes
☐Connecting with local communities
☒Education and Raising awareness
☐Invasive species
☐Landscape management
☐Pollination
☐Rehabilitation& habitat research
☐Scientific research
☐Soil management
☐Species research
☐Student class project
☐Urban ecology
☐Water management

Flora:
☐Trees & shrubs
☐Ferns
☐Flowering plants
☐Fungi
☐Mosses and liverworts

Fauna:
☐Amphibians
☒Birds
☐Insects
☐Fish
☐Mammals
☐Reptiles
☐Other invertebrates
☐Other insects
☐Other species

Habitat:

☒Artificial / cultivated land
☐Cave
☐Coastal
☐Grassland
☐Human settlement
☐Open areas of rocky grounds
☐Recreational areas
☐Sandy and rocky habitat
☐Screes
☐Shrub & groves
☐Soil
☐Wander biotopes
☐Water bodies (flowing, standing)
☐Wetland
☐Woodland

Stakeholders:

☐Authorities
☒Local community
☐NGOs
☒Schools
☐Universities

Please save the file in pdf and rpload it


